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Six: The Musical - Vocal Selections

2020-06-01

vocal selections six has received rave reviews around the world for

its modern take on the stories of the six wives of henry viii and it s

finally opening on broadway from tudor queens to pop princesses

the six wives take the mic to remix five hundred years of historical

heartbreak into an exuberant celebration of 21st century girl power

songs include all you wanna do don t lose ur head ex wives get

down haus of holbein heart of stone i don t need your love no way

six

Come from Away

2018-04-24

from the bestselling author of tides of honour and promises to keep

comes a poignant novel about a young couple caught on opposite

sides of the second world war in the fall of 1939 grace baker s

three brothers sharp and proud in their uniforms board canadian

ships headed for a faraway war grace stays behind tending to the



homefront and the general store that helps keep her small nova

scotian community running the war everyone says will be over

before it starts but three years later the fighting rages on and

rumours swirl about wolf packs of german u boats lurking in the

deep waters along the shores of east jeddore a stone s throw from

grace s window as the harsh realities of war come closer to home

grace buries herself in her work at the store then one day a

handsome stranger ventures into the store he claims to be a

trapper come from away and as grace gets to know him she

becomes enamoured by his gentle smile and thoughtful ways but

after several weeks she discovers that rudi her mysterious visitor is

not the lonely outsider he appears to be he is someone else

entirely someone not to be trusted when a shocking truth about her

family forces grace to question everything she has so strongly

believed she realizes that she and rudi have more in common than

she had thought and if grace is to have a chance at love she must

not only choose a side but take a stand come from away is a

mesmerizing story of love shifting allegiances and second chances

set against the tumultuous years of the second world war



Mean Girls

2019-09-04

typescript dated rehearsal draft april 7 2018 without music

unmarked typescript of a musical that opened april 8 2018 at the

august wilson theatre new york n y directed by casy nicholaw

Into the Woods

2014

this is the script of the original musical from which the film was

adapted not the film s screenplay

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz

2010-07-01

the wonderful wizard of oz has been enchanting audiences since it

was first published in 1900 while many fans may know the work

only by its movie counterpart the world l frank baum built within the

books is much more elaborate since the more recent publication of



gregory maguire s wicked the life and times of the wicked witch of

the west and the broadway play of the same name fans have had

a rekindled interest in baum s original works from which the

retellings draw heavily anyone interested in fantasy magic and

silliness is sure to love this american classic l frank baum 1856

1919 is one of the most recognized and beloved children s authors

though he is often recognized for only one of his many stories the

wonderful wizard of oz is easily his most popular work though

baum actually wrote 13 sequels in oz his writings consist of

practically every genre baum wrote 55 novels in total 82 short

stories more than 200 poems as well as scripts and other

miscellaneous writings interestingly many of his non oz works were

published under pseudonyms baum made many attempts to bring

his work to stage and screen but the most successful productions

were not made until after his death

Shrek the Musical (Songbook)

2009-09-01

piano vocal guitar songbook features 18 piano vocal selections

from this broadway hit that won both tony and drama desk awards



includes a plot synopsis sensational color photos and these tunes

the ballad of farquaad big bright beautiful world build a wall don t

let me go donkey pot pie finale this is our story freak flag i know it

s today i think i got you beat make a move more to the story

morning person story of my life this is how a dream comes true

travel song what s up duloc when words fail who i d be

Rent

2008

applause libretto library finally an authorized libretto to this modern

day classic rent won the 1996 pulitzer prize for drama as well as

four tony awards including best musical best book and best score

for jonathan larson the story of mark roger maureen tom collins

angel mimi joanne and their friends on the lower east side of new

york city will live on along with the affirmation that there is no day

but today includes 16 color photographs of productions of rent from

around the world plus an introduction rent is real by victoria

leacock hoffman



"But He Doesn't Know the Territory"

2020-09-22

chronicles the creation of meredith willson s the music man

reprinted now as the broadway edition composer meredith willson

described the music man as an iowan s attempt to pay tribute to

his home state now featuring a new foreword by noted singer and

educator michael feinstein this book presents willson s reflections

on the ups and downs surprises and disappointments and finally

successes of making one of america s most popular musicals

willson s whimsical personable writing style brings readers back in

time with him to the 1950s to experience firsthand the exciting trials

and tribulations of creating a broadway masterpiece fresh

admiration of the musical and the man behind the music is sure to

result

The Oxford Handbook of The American

Musical

2013-03



this text presents keywords and critical terms that deepen analysis

and interpretation of the musical taking into account issues of

composition performance and reception the book s contributors

bring a range of practical and theoretical perspectives to bear on

their considerations of american musicals

Pretty Woman

2019-02

for voice and piano with chord symbols and guitar chord diagrams

Company

2019

this performance directed by lonny price is a 2011 staged concert

performance of the 1971 musical company

Heathers the Musical

2015-08-01

based on the classic 1989 film westerberg high is ruled by a



shoulder padded scrunchie wearing junta heather heather and

heather the hottest and cruelest girls in all of ohio but misfit

veronica sawyer rejects their evil regime for a new boyfriend the

dark and sexy stranger j d who plans to put the heathers in their

place six feet under

Carrie: The Musical - Vocal Selections

2014-01-01

vocal selections this show has guts proclaimed richard zoglin of

time magazine about this 2012 revival which won the off broadway

alliance award for best musical revival it features music by michael

gore lyrics by dean pitchford and book by lawrence d cohen based

on the novel by stephen king our folio features vocal selections for

18 songs from that revival including alma mater and eve was weak

carrie carrie reprise do me a favor dreamer in disguise epilogue

evening prayers i remember how those boys could dance in a night

we ll never forget once you see open your heart unsuspecting

hearts when there s no one why not me the world according to

chris you shine



Between the Lines

2013-06-25

sixteen year old prince oliver who wants to break free of his fairy

tale existence and fifteen year old delilah a loner obsessed with

prince oliver and the book in which he exists work together to seek

oliver s freedom

The Color Purple

2010-12

easy piano vocal selections easy made for the hands

arrangements of 13 songs from the oprah winfrey produced

broadway adaptation of the powerful alice walker novel contains

any little thing big dog the color purple hell no i m here miss celie s

pants mysterious ways our prayer push da button shug avery

comin to town somebody gonna love you too beautiful for words

what about love great fun for beginning pianists to play



Working on a Song

2020-10-06

working on a song is one of the best books about lyric writing for

the theater i ve read lin manuel miranda anaïs mitchell named to

time s list of the 100 most influential people in the world of 2020 an

illuminating book of lyrics and stories from hadestown the winner of

eight tony awards including best musical from its author songwriter

anaïs mitchell with a foreword by steve earle on broadway this

fresh take on the greek myth of orpheus and eurydice has become

a modern classic heralded as the best new musical of the season

by the wall street journal and sumptuous gorgeous as good as it

gets by the new york times the show was a breakout hit with its

poignant social commentary and spellbinding music and lyrics in

this book anaïs mitchell takes readers inside her more than decade

s long process of building the musical from the ground up detailing

her inspiration breaking down the lyrics and opening up the

process of creation that gave birth to hadestown fans and

newcomers alike will love this deeply thoughtful revealing look at

how the songs from the underground evolved and became the



songs we sing again and again

Mary Poppins

2011

for easy piano and voice includes chord symbols

Little Women

2004

chronicles the joys and sorrows of the four march sisters as they

grow into young women in mid nineteenth century new england

Media and Performance in the Musical

2018-09-04

for the past several years the american musical has continued to

thrive by reflecting and shaping cultural values and social norms

and even commenting on politics whether directly and on a national

scale hamilton or somewhat more obliquely and on a more intimate

scale fun home new stage musicals such as come from away and



the band s visit open on broadway every season challenging

conventions of form and content and revivals offer audiences a

different perspective on extant shows carousel my fair lady

television musicals broadcast live hearken back to 1950s television

s affection for musical theatre and aim to attract new audiences

through the accessibility of television film musicals including les

misérables and into the woods capitalize on the medium s

technical capabilities of perspective and point of view as well as

visual spectacle television has embraced the genre anew and with

unexpected gusto not only devising musical episodes for countless

dramatic and comedy series but also generating musical series

such as galavant and crazy ex girlfriend and animated musicals

such as disney s moana hail child and adult audiences with their

dual messages vibrant visual vocabulary and hummable music the

chapters gathered in this book volume ii of the reissued oxford

handbook explore the american musical from the various media in

which musicals have been created to the different components of a

musical and the people who do the work to bring a musical to life



The Lion King

2003

life is full of fun and games on the african plains for simba a young

lion cub but when simba s father is killed and his uncle scar takes

over he makes simba leave the pride with the help of his comical

friends pumbaa the warthog and timon the meerkat simba can

finally claim his throne but first he must stand up to his villainous

uncle scar

The Theatermania Guide to Musical Theater

Recordings

2004

the first ever comprehensive guide to musical theatre recordings

this book covers the entire history of musical theatre from jerome

kern and the gershwins to bernstein and sondheim here are

capsule reviews and ratings of more than 400 theatre recordings of

the past 60 years organized alphabetically each listing contains

background information on the show cast information record label



catalogue number whether the recording is currently in print and an

overall rating of one to five stars

13

2008-07-01

almost thirteen year old evan goldman learns what it means to be

a man when his parents separate and he and his mother move

from new york city to appleton indiana right before his bar mitzvah

Wicked

2010-10

each title in the applause libretto library series presents a

broadway musical with fresh packaging in a 6 x 9 trade paperback

format each complete book and lyrics is approved by the writers

and attractively designed with color photo inserts from the

broadway production all titles include introduction and foreword by

renowned broadway musical experts long before dorothy dropped

in two other girls meet in the land of oz one born with emerald

green skin is smart fiery and misunderstood the other is beautiful



ambitious and very popular the story of how these two unlikely

friends end up as the wicked witch of the west and glinda the good

witch makes for the most spellbinding new musical in years

The Addams Family (Songbook)

2010-09-01

vocal selections the creepy and kooky addams family hit broadway

in april 2010 with this musical adaptation of the characters created

by cartoonist charles addams in his single panel gag cartoons for

the new yorker starting in 1938 this songbook features piano vocal

arrangements with the melody in the piano part for 14 musical

numbers from the tony award nominated show the addams family

theme crazier than you happy sad in the arms just around the

corner let s not talk about anything else but love live before we die

the moon and me morticia one normal night pulled waiting what if

when you re an addams

Blood Brothers

2014-06-22



a liverpudlian west side story blood brothers is the story of twin

brothers separated at birth because their mother cannot afford to

keep them both one of them is given away to wealthy mrs lyons

and they grow up as friends in ignorance of their fraternity until the

inevitable quarrel unleashes a blood bath blood brothers was first

performed at the liverpool playhouse in 1983 and subsequently

transferred to the lyric theatre london it was revived in the west end

in 1988 for a long running production and opened on broadway in

1993

Nine

1983

in early 1960s venice film director guido contini is savoring his

most recent and greatest success but facing his fortieth birthday a

midlife crisis is blocking his creative impulses and entangling him in

a web of romantic difficulties

The Secret Garden

2006-11



frances hodgson burnett was the highest paid and most widely

read woman writer of her time publishing more than fifty novels and

thirteen plays

SIX: The Musical

2020-02-15

six the musical by toby marlow and lucy moss has been hailed as

the most uplifting piece of new british musical theatre the evening

standard and is the phenomenon everyone is losing their head

over critically acclaimed across the uk with a soundtrack storming

up the uk popcharts the sell out intoxicating musical tells the story

of the six wives of henry viii this official songbook remixes five

hundred years of historical heartbreak into a celebration of 21st

century girl power with piano vocal arrangements of all nine songs

from the show special content includes an introduction from the

songwriters lyric pages and an 8 page colour section of cast

photos this is the full ebook edition of the six the musical songbook

in fixed layout format contents ex wives no way don t lose ur head

heart of stone haus of holbein get down all you wanna do i don t

need your love six



Prom

2019

easy piano vocal selections a dozen easy piano arrangements from

the tony award nominated 2015 musical adapted from the popular

2003 silver screen production of the same name our folio includes

the new songs with music by andrew lloyd webber and lyrics by

glenn slater and the title track by mike white and samuel

buonaugurio includes children of rock here at horace green horace

green alma mater i m too hot for you if only you would listen if only

you would listen reprise school of rock stick it to the man time to

play when i climb to the top of mount rock where did the rock go

you re in the band

School of Rock

2019-08

applause libretto library music and lyrics by lin manuel miranda

book by quiara alegria hudes conceived by lin manuel miranda in

the heights is an exciting musical about life in washington heights a



tight knit community where the coffee from the corner bodega is

light and sweet the windows are always open and the breeze

carries the rhythm of three generations of music during its

acclaimed off broadway and broadway runs and now a hit movie

musical in the heights became an audience phenomenon and a

critical success it s easy to see why with an amazing cast a

gripping story and incredible dancing in the heights is an authentic

and exhilarating journey into one of manhattan s most vibrant

communities and with its universal themes of family community and

self discovery in the heights can be enjoyed by people of all ages

and backgrounds among the musical s many accolades are two

drama desk awards a grammy award for best musical show album

and a nomination for the 2009 pulitzer prize for drama find out

what it takes to make a living what it costs to have a dream and

what it means to be home in the heights

In the Heights

2013-04-01

is there a recording of the songs from smile how many scores by

sondheim have been recorded in the past ten years answers to



these and other such questions can be found in this unique volume

all shows are listed alphabetically and essential information is

included for each song as well as other recordings of the same

score and who recorded them there are performer composer lyricist

and musical director indexes making this a user friendly reference

this volume along with the author s previous discographies

greenwood 1987 1989 1990 provides a definitive reference source

for recorded musicals from broadway hollywood television or

merely hoping to be produced up to 1995 the work is useful not

only to scholars and students but also to the collector of musical

show recordings show recordings are listed by title in alphabetical

order each song is listed in the order it was recorded on the album

or cd and the performer of the song is given the recording is

identified by composer lyricist and musical director as well as the

date of original production and date of this particular recording

there is a chronology of all shows included in this volume and there

are two indexes one by performer and one by composer lyricist

and musical director



Broadway, Movie, TV, and Studio Cast

Musicals on Record

1996

come from away welcome to the rock a fully illustrated companion

volume to the hit tony award winning broadway musical featuring

the book and lyrics for the first time in print backstage stories and

the real history behind the show s events character design

sketches and songs that ended up on the cutting room floor the

tony award winning broadway musical come from away tells the

remarkable true story of a small town that welcomed the world on

september 11 2001 38 planes and 6 579 passengers were forced

to land in the provincial town of gander newfoundland the local

residents opened their arms to the displaced visitors offering food

shelter and friendship in the days that followed cultures clashed

and nerves ran high but uneasiness turned into trust music soared

into the night and gratitude grew into enduring friendships come

from away welcome to the rock is the ultimate companion piece to

irene sankoff and david hein s smash hit musical based on that

extraordinary experience featuring the complete book and lyrics for



the first time in print a foreword by canadian prime minister justin

trudeau and exclusive photos of the company and physical

production this essential companion also includes original

interviews with passengers gander residents and the actors who

portray them the narrative by theater historian laurence maslon

details the events of that memorable and challenging week and

also traces the musical s development from the ten year reunion of

residents and airline passengers in gander where the idea for the

musical was born to the global phenomenon it is today come from

away welcome to the rock gives an unprecedented look behind the

curtain and demonstrates why the story has touched so many so

deeply because we come from everywhere we all come from away

Come From Away: Welcome to the Rock

2019-09-24

this series of contemporary plays includes structured gcse

assignments for use by individuals or groups these include

questions which involve close reading writing and discussion this

play places the romeo and juliet story in a new york gang warfare

context



West Side Story

1972

eight year old tina denmark knows she was born to play pippi

longstocking and she will do anything to win the part in her school

musical anything includes murdering the leading lady this

aggressively outrageous musical hit garnered rave reviews during

its long off broadway run which opened with brittany spears in the

title role

Muriel's Wedding

2017

bookrock musicals are an increasingly dominant force in

contemporary musical theatre rock the audition defines what is

required of the actor singer to succeed in the audition room and

gives the aspiring performer the tools necessary to interpret rock

material with abandon creativity and inspiration this book shows

those interested in auditioning for a rock musical how to holistically

embody the essence of the show for which they are auditioning



rock the audition teaches performers how to pick songs that have

or have room to create a dramatic arc create their own appropriate

cuts and arrangements and successfully communicate the feel of a

song to a pianist for proper support capture the essence of the

musical they re trying out for understand the vocal styles of

different genres and how the styles changed over time act a rock

song sanders s method also helps singing actors refine their

physical life in the audition room when singing a rock song an

approach profoundly different from that of the legit musical theatre

auditioner rock the audition shows readers how to interpret the

meaning of the chosen songs and how to bring their own unique

point of view to those interpretations a href halleonardbooks com

viewaudio do itemid 00333118 filename s3 amazonaws com

halleonard closerlook 00333118 sanderspodcast mp3 target blank

listen to sheri sanders live at book expo america on the bea

podcast a

Ruthless!

1995

hairspray the complete book and lyrics of the hit broadway musica



Rock the Audition

2011

vocal selections features 19 songs from the beloved andrew lloyd

webber classic the ad dressing of cats the ballad of billy m caw

bustopher jones the cat about town grizabella the glamour gat

growltiger s last stand gus the theatre cat jellicle songs for jellicle

cats the journey to the heavyside layer macavity the mystery cat

memory mr mistoffelees mungojerrie and rumpleteazer the naming

of cats old deuteronomy the old gumbie cat overture the rum tum

tugger skimbleshanks the railway cat the song of the jellicles

Hairspray

2002

Cats

1981



Jekyll & Hyde

1997
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